
Edgile Microsoft Compliance 
Workshops (Sensitive Data, 
Manage and Investigate Risk)

MICROSOFT CLOUD ACCELERATOR PROGRAM  

Managing digital data across the
modern workforce is a huge challenge 
Managing data used to involve just dealing with documents and emails. Not anymore.  

The growth of digital technology and the rapid shift to a remote workforce have greatly expanded the information 
universe, which now also includes messaging, videos, images and IoT. Much of this digital data becomes stale or irrelevant 
soon after creation but may contain information that could create compliance risks across the enterprise.

Edgile—Microsoft’s #1 security and compliance 
partner—will assess your strategic 
compliance objectives

Discover, protect, and govern your corporate data

Microsoft Security
System Integrator
of the Year

The workshop is available for a limited time and Microsoft covers all costs.  

Acquire and 
Setup 
Licenses

Configure & 
enable 
discovery 
services

Analysis & 
Findings

Write-up Present findings & 
recommendations

Decommission

Automated Discovery

Do you know what 
data you have, where it 
is and how it’s being 
used? Are all of your 
compliance risks 
visible? 

• Unusual activities
• Dark data compliance risks
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Compliance

Identity

Security

Protecting information—wherever it goes—is critical to ensuring trust and meeting compliance 
requirements. But too many regulated companies aren’t even aware that they may have 
petabytes of unstructured data in every corner of their cloud and on-premises environments.

• Sensitive information and intellectual property
• Unused or “stale” data

These two-day Microsoft Compliance Workshops, delivered by Gold Partner Edgile, will show you how to leverage the 
automated discovery tools in Microsoft 365. We can do this to uncover sensitive data, investigate and manage risk, or both.

Edgile will run a Data Risk check on top of your cloud infrastructure to identify potential compliance risks. This 6-step 
automated discovery process will analyze your existing data for:



Edgile: We Secure the Modern EnterpriseSM

Edgile is a Microsoft Gold Partner in Security and Compliance and 2020 Microsoft Security 
System Integrator of the Year. Our strategy-first approach to identities, access and cloud 
security accelerates customer journeys to the cloud. Using a risk-based methodology, we 
provide customers a framework to prioritize controls implementation throughout their digital 
transformation. Edgile secures the modern enterprise with solutions that increase business 
agility and turn risk into opportunity. 
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Check eligibility requirements

This Microsoft Compliance Workshop 
is open to US-managed customers 
with: 

• 1,000+ Paid Available Units (PAU) 
 for Azure Active Directory 
 Premium (AADP PAU) 
• 250+ Monthly Active Users (MAU) 
 for Exchange Online, SharePoint 
 Online or Teams 
• Customer TPID.  

Customers are eligible for one 
Microsoft Cloud Accelerator Program 
workshop per fiscal year.

FastTrack for Microsoft 365
Claim your FastTrack benefits, 
including deploying new cloud 
capabilities and accessing 
Microsoft and Edgile engineering 
expertise at no cost for the life 
your license subscriptions. Visit 
edgile.com/fasttrack

Contact Edgile

To learn more about how Microsoft 365 security can improve your business 
outcomes, please contact the Edgile representative in your area. 

Explore more security programs
Expand and integrate your security 
initiatives with these valuable 
Microsoft-funded engagements, 
delivered by Edgile: Security Workshop; 
Identity Workshop; Microsoft 365 
Assessment/POC. For details, visit 
edgile.com/microsoftprograms

Ready to get started?

STEP  1 STEP  2

Security
Enterprise Mobility Management
Datacenter
Cloud Platform

Cloud Productivity
Application Integration
Application Development
Data Analytics
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